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We develop a formula for the Pontrjagin class of a PL homotopy complex projective n-space 
and offer two applications. If n =4, 5, or 6, we characterize the Pontrjagin classes of those PL 
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codimension-2 fixed submanifold. If n is odd and n 2 5, we show that there are infinitely many 
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1. Introduction 
Let X2” be a PL homotopy complex projective n-space, where n b 3. That is, X2” 
is a closed PL 2n-manifold which is homotopy equivalent to CP”, the complex 
projective n-space. The PL homeomorphism type of these manifolds can be described 
precisely. Let Pzk denote the simply-connected surgery obstruction group for closed 
Z/c-manifolds, ka2, that is, PZk = Z if k is even and Pzk = Zz if k is odd [6]. A 
theorem of Sullivan [6] states that the PL homeomorphism type of X2” is determined 
by an (n -2)-tuple (cr2, a,, . . . , a,_,) in flil: Pzk. The purpose of this paper is 
to produce a formula which relates the Pontrjagin class of X2”, P,(X’“) in 
H*(X’“; Q), to the integral splitting invariants of X2” (Theorem 3.1) and to offer 
two applications of the formula. 
The first application is to the study of certain finite group actions on X2”. Let p 
be an odd prime and suppose that the cyclic group of order p, Z,, acts on X2” in 
such a way that the fixed point set of the action, F(X’“), contains a codimension-2 
submanifold, F,,. It follows that F(X’“) = F0 IJ point, and the normal block bundle 
of F. in X2” is an orientable 2-plane bundle with the free part of its Chem class 
determined by an integer, D(F,J [3, pp. 487, 492, and 5031. Dovermann made a 
detailed study of these actions in [3] and concluded that they are often algebraically 
standard in a certain precise sense [3, Definition 0.21. In particular, if the action is 
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algebraically standard, then D( F,,) = f 1, and the Pontrjagin class of X’” is standard, 
that is, P.JX’“) =(l+y*)“+‘, where y in H’(X’“; Z) is a generator of the 
cohomology algebra. We prove a theorem about the dimension where this algebraic 
rigidity fails in the case p = 3. 
Theorem 1.1. Let X2” be a PL homotopy complex projective n-space which admits a 
locally linear PL Z,-action with a codimension-2 fixed submanifold, FO. Zf n = 4 or 5, 
then the action is algebraically standard. Zf n = 6, then D( F,,) = rtl and a2 = 3u,. 
This theorem, restricted to the smooth category, settles the single open case of 
Dovermann’s theorem A(ii) [3, p. 4881, and so the two results taken together yield: 
Theorem 1.2. Every smooth &-action on a smooth homotopy complexprojective 4-space 
which fixes a codimension-2 submanifold is algebraically standard. 
Theorem 1.1 implies that Dovermann’s theorem A(iii) holds for homotopy com- 
plex projective 5-spaces if p = 3 and his Proposition 0.3 [3, p. 4891 is sharp at the 
prime p = 3. If d(p) (d’(p)) is defined to be the smallest n such that there exists a 
nonstandard smooth (locally linear PL) &-action with codimension-2 fixed sub- 
manifold on some smooth (PL) X2”, then Theorem 1.1 taken together with Theorem 
A(i), Proposition 0.3 and Theorem 0.3 (diff) of [3] imply that d’(3) = 6 and 6~ d(3) s 
15. Dovermann’s theorem 0.3 (1.1. PL) says if integers a,, a,, . . . , u~~,,~~~_, satisfy 
the equation C’,“_:“-’ u2,(f;*)‘-’ = 0, where&, = (1 +x)( 1 -x)-l and x = exp(2?ri/p), 
then there exists an X2” which admits a locally linear PL &,-action fixing an X2”-* 
with these integers as splitting invariants. It follows from the proof that these integers 
must be the first [in] - 1 integral splitting invariants of X2”. Theorem 1.1 shows that 
this formula is a necessary condition in the case n = 6 and p = 3 because fJ = f(ifi) 
and f;* = -3. 
The second application is to the problem of deciding when a PL homotopy 
complex projective space is smooth. A PL manifold is smooth if its PL structure is 
compatible with a differentiable structure. Every PL homotopy complex projective 
3-space is smooth [7]. The Pontrjagin class of a smooth manifold must be an integral 
cohomology class, but this necessary condition is far from being sufficient. We show 
that if n is odd and n 2 5, then an X2” with integral Pontrjagin class need not be 
smooth. 
Theorem 1.3. Zf n is odd and n > 5, then there are infinitely many PL homotopy complex 
projective n-spaces with no compatible diflerentiable structure and integral Pontrjagin 
class. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the splitting invariants 
and outline our approach. Section 3 contains the formula which relates the Pontrjagin 
class of a PL homotopy complex projective space and its splitting invariants. Section 
4 contains the proof of Theorem 1.1 and Section 5 contains the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
2. Splitting invariants 
Let f: X2” + CP” be a PL surgery problem and, if ks n, assume that f is in 
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general position with respect to CPk E CP”. If Y2k =f-‘(CPk), then the splitting 
invariant uk in P2k is defined to be the simply connected surgery obstruction to 
makingfl Yzk normally cobordant to a homotopy equivalence. The set of PL surgery 
problems with range C P” can be thought of as the group [C P”; F/ PL] and Sullivan’s 
theorem states that [CP”; F/PL] =nE=, P2kr that is, a PL surgery problem is 
determined by an (n - I)-tuple, (a,, mJ, . . . , a,), [6]. The map [CP”; F/PL]+ Pz,, 
which sends a surgery problem into its obstruction, is not a homomorphism in 
general. The inverse image of zero is the set of homotopy triangulations of CP”, 
hPL(CP”) [6, p. 191 and so the set of PL homotopy complex projective n-spaces 
may be identified with nil: P2k. In Section 3, we relate P,(X’“) to its integral 
splitting invariants and in Section 4, we use the formulas obtained in Section 3 
together with the Atiyah-Singer G-Signature Theorem for G=Z, to prove 
Theorem 1.1. 
The main theoretical tool in Section 5 is the principle of Spivak uniqueness 
[8, p. 1051 which states that if h :X2” + CP” is a homotopy equivalence of smooth 
manifolds, then, in KO(X’“), the real K-theory group of X2”, the tangent bundle 
of X2”, 7(X2”), satisfies the equation r(XZn)= h*~(CP”)+h*t, where e is in the 
kernel of the J-homomorphism, J: KO(@P”) + J(CP”). In Section 5, we study this 
kernel and establish a congruence which holds for the first nonvanishing integral 
splitting invariant of a smooth homotopy complex projective n-space. This con- 
gruence together with the results in Section 3 concerning Pontrjagin classes will 
yield a proof of Theorem 1.3. 
3. The Pontrjagin class of a homotopy complex projective space 
If nZ3, let h:X2” +CP” be a homotopy equivalence with splitting invariants 
( u22,“3,***, u,_~). The theorem below concerns the Pontrjagin class Pi(X’“) in 
H4’(X2”; Q) and the integral splitting invariants. Let y in H’(CP”; Q) be a generator 
of the cohomology algebra and let Q[x, , x2, . . . , Xi], i b 0, be the rational polynomial 
algebra on abstract generators, xk, 1 d k d i, with the convention that if i = 0, the 
symbol denotes Q. 
Theorem 3.1. 7kere exist universalpolynomials ai in Q[x,, x2, . . . , xi], i > 0, such that 
ao= 1, Ui(0, 0, . . . , 0) =O, ia 1, and if 1s i<[fn], then 
ak(u2, U4,. . . , U2k)h*y2’. 
The proof will follow from induction. We begin with a lemma which will be used 
in the inductive step of the argument. The lemma assumes that h : X2” + CP” is in 
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general position with respect o CP” G CP” and that formula (1) is valid for 4(X’“) 
for lsjs i- 1. If Y4’ = h-‘(CP”), the lemma describes the Pontrjagin classes 
Pj( Y4’), 1 <j s i - 1, in terms of the polynomials ak, 0~ k C j. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that forjixed i, 1 < i =S [in], h is 
to CP*‘= CP”, and that formula (1) is valid for 
P,(Y4i)=9j(hI Y4’)*y2j, lSj=Zi-1, where 
in general position with respect 
4(X’“) if l<jSi-1. Then 
(2) 
Proof. Since h is in general position with respect to CP”, there is a direct sum 
decomposition of block bundles, 
r(X*“)l Y4i=~(Y4i)@(n-2i)h*(e,[), (3) 
where 7(X*“) and r( Y4i) are tangent block bundles, 5 is the canonical complex 
line bundle, and E,, is the realilication operator. Formula (3) and an inductive 
argument can be used to establish (2). The initial step, j = 1: The hypothesis 
concerning formula (1) and formula (3) imply that 
since the Whitney sum formula holds over Cl. Therefore, P,( Y4i) = 9,(h 1 Y4’)*y2, 
where 9, = 2i+ 1 +a,(~,). The inductive step: Assume that (2) holds for all j such 
that 1 G j < j,,< i - 1. To establish (2) at level jO, note that the hypothesis about (l), 
(3), and the inductive hypothesis imply that e,,( Y4i) = L?j,,( h ) Y”‘)*y’h, where 
(4) 
If c, is the coefficient of a, in (4), 1 c u =z jO, it follows that (2) at levels below j0 
implies that 
To see this, note that the identity 
can be used to show that the coefficient of a, in the second summand of (4) is 
(“,~‘;“>-(‘~~~‘), OCuCj,-1. Cl 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof is by induction and Lemma 3.2 will be used in the 
inductive step. Before starting the arguments, we remark that if one wishes to 
compute Pi(Xz”) as a rational multiple of h*y” and h is in general position with 
respect to CP” c_ CP”, it is enough to compute S(X*“)] Y4’ as a rational multiple 
of the cofundamental class of YJi, since h 1 Y4i has degree +l. 
The initial step, i = 1: Put h into general position with respect to CP’c CP” and 
note that it follows from (3) at level i = 1 that 
P,(X”“)] Y4= P,( Y”)+(n -2)(hl y4)*y’. 
Since 8az = L,(P,( Y”))[ Y4]- 1, where L, is the Hirzebruch L-class [5, p. 225; 
8, p. 1621 and (h I Y4)*y’ is the cofundamental class of Y4, it is clear that (1) holds 
at level i = 1 with a,(~~) = 24~~. In particular, P,(X’“) is integral and determined 
by uI. The inductive step: Assume that (1) holds for allj such that 1 <j< i - 1 and 
that h is in general position with respect to CP”. Invoking Lemma 3.2 and using 
the definition of (+zi, we conclude that Pj( Y4i) =L2,(h 1 Y”)*y”, where Z& is the 
rational polynomial expression in WI,‘, 1 G ks i, determined by (2) together with 
8~7~~ = 15,,( P,( Y”), Pz( Y”), . . . , Pi( Y”‘))[ Y4i] - 1, (5) 
where Li is the Hirzebruch L-class. The polynomial ai is defined by 
(6) 
Since h is in general position with respect to CP”, we use (3) and conclude that 
(7) 
The identity 
and (2) can be used to show that the coefficient of a,, 1 G u c i - 1, in the summation 
in (7) is 
and so (1) holds at level i in view of (6). 
We complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 by noting that a,(O, 0,. . . ,0) = 0, i 2 1, 
follows since a,(O) = 0 and, if ‘+zj = 0, 1 G pi, then 9j=(czy’), lsjsi-I, by (2) j 
if it is assumed inductively, that Uj(O, 0,. . . , 0) = 0, 1 <j s i - 1. This implies that 
9; = (2i+‘) by naturality of the degree-+1 map h I Y” and the fact that L-genus of 
CP” is 1. Thus Ui(O, 0,. . . , 0) = 0 follows from (6). 0 
Recall that the Pontrjagin class of X’” is said to be standard if P,(X’“) = 
(l+ /I*#)“+‘. A useful corollary of Theorem 3.1 is the fact that the Pontrjagin class 
is standard if and only if every integral splitting invariant is zero. 
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Corollary 3.3. The Pontrjagin class of X2” is standard if and only if u2i =O, 
lSiS[$(n-l)]. 
Proof. If the Pontrjagin class is standard, it follows from Theorem 3.1 and induction 
that c2i = 0, 1 c is [t(n - l)], since (5) and (6) imply that u2i appears in a, with a 
nonzero rational coefficient. If the splitting invariants vanish, it follows from (1) 
and the fact that ai(O, 0,. . . , 0) = 0, i 5 1, that the Pontrjagin class is standard. Cl 
We close this section with a lemma which gives explicit values for the polynomial 
ai, i = 1, 2, and 3. The fact that a,(u2) = 24~~ is mentioned in the proof of Theorem 
3.1. The other two values follow from (2), (5), (6) and the explicit form of Li for 
i = 2 and 3 [5, p. 2251. 
Lemma 3.4. The first three polynomials ai are given by: a, ( a2) = 24u2, a2( u2, u4) = 
+(36Ou,+ 576~; -432~~). and a,(u2, ~4, ~6)=(3780/31)~,+&(56 l6O~2~4- 
6912+39 420u4-57 888u;+ 13 284u,). 
4. Actions of H, with codimension-2 fixed point component 
Let X2” be a closed 2n-manifold with cohomology ring H[y]/(y”+‘), where y is 
a generator of H2(X2”, h). Let p be an odd prime and suppose that B, acts locally 
smoothly on X2” in such a way that the fixed point set, F(X2”), contains 
a codimension-2 submanifold, F,,. It follows that F(X’“) = F0 u point and, if j: 
F,,c X2” and y,= j*y, then H*(F,; E) contains the polynomial ring Z[y,,]/(yo”) 
[3, Corollary 0.11. We use the notation T for tangent bundle, v for normal bundle, 
c for Chern class, and P* for total Pontrjagin class. For an Abelian group H, let 
H, = H/torsion denote its free part, and if x E Zf, its image in H, is denoted by f(x). 
The normal block bundle of F0 in XZn, v(F,, X2”), is a real 2-plane bundle and 
there is an integer, D(F,,), called the defect, such that f(c( v(F,,, X2”))) = 
1+ D(F,)f(y,) 13, PP. 4% 5031. 
Definition 4.1 (Dovermann [3]). An action on X2” with codimension-2 fixed point 
component is called algebraically standard if 
(i) P.+(X’“) = (1+ y2)“+‘, 
(ii) H?(F,;Z)=iE[f(y,)ll(f(y,)“), 
(iii) f(P,(Fo)) = (1 +f(yJ2)“, 
(iv) D(F,J = *l, 
(v) as a real representation, T~JX’“) = nv,(Fo, X2”), where pt is the isolated 
fixed point and x E F,, . 
Theorem 4.2. Let X2” be a PL homotopy complex projective n-space which admits a 
locally linear PL Z,-action with a codimension-2 fixed submanifold, FO. If n = 4 or 5, 
then the action is algebraically standard. If n = 6, then D( FO) = *l and a2 = 3~4. 
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Proof. If j!: Hk(FO; B)* HkfZ(XZ”; Z) is the Gysin map, then c,( v(FO, X2”)) = 
j*j!(la) [3, formula (a), p. 5031 and sof(c,(u(FO, X2”))) = df(y,), where d = II 
[3, formula (b), p. 5031. Since the action is locally linear PL, there is a block bundle 
equation 7(X*“) 1 F,., = r( F,)O v(F,,, X2”). Since p is odd, V( F,,, X2”) is an orientable 
real 2-plane bundle, and P,( V( F,, X2”)) = cI( v( F,, X2”))2, Pi( u( F,, X2”)) = 0, i 2 2 
[5, p. 1741. These facts, together with the Whitney sum formula, formula (1) for 
4~ n < 6 and i = 1, 2, and Lemma 3.4, imply that there exist integers e, and e, such 
that f(P,(F,J) = e,f(y,)*, and, for n = 5 or 6, f(7P2(F0)) = e2f(y,J4, with, 
d2+e,=n+1+24a2, (8) 
e2+7d2e, = 7 
Since the action is tame [3, Theorem 1.11, we may apply the Atiyah-Singer 
G-Signature Theorem. For n = 4 and 5, the G-signature formula is explicitly stated 
in [3, pp. 504-SOS]. If ai( ia 0, are the trignometric functions described in 
[3, p. 4921, Li(Fo) the Hirzebruch L-polynomials, and Y = v(F,,, X2”), then it 
follows [3, Lemma 1.2 and formulas (1.3) and (1.4)] that the G-signature formula 
for G=Z, and n =6 is 
1 = *~~(~)(~,(~)c,(Y)‘+u~(~)L,(Fo)c,(v)~+ a,(e)L,(F,)c,(v))[F,l 
ii3 
*i cotha.-- 
j=l ‘2’ 
(10) 
where 8 = 2n/p and aj is an integer, 1 s uj d f( p - l), 1s js 6. If the formulas 
f(P,(F,)) = ei_&)*, f(7P2(F0)) = e2f(yJ4, and f(yJ”-‘[Fo] = d [3, p. 503, formula 
(a)], are put into the signature formulas for p = 3, where aj = 1, 1 s j s n, the results 
are 
n=4: d2(2d2-e,)=*2, (11) 
n =5: d(60d4-20d2e,+e2-ef) =*5, (12) 
n=6: d2(104d4-40d2e,+4e2-4ef)=*140. (13) 
The theorem follows from (8), (9), (ll)-(13), a little number theory and quite a 
bit of unpleasant arithmetic. If n =4, (8) and (11) imply that d = rtl, e, =4 and 
u2 = 0. Therefore, conditions (iii) and (iv) hold and (i) follows from Corollary 3.4. 
Since d = *l, f(c,(v))’ =f(yJ3 generates If6(F,,; Z) and so f(y,,) generates 
H,*(Fo; Z) [3, Lemma 3.11 and this is (ii). Note that (v) holds automatically in the 
case p = 3 [3, (1.4), p. 4921. If n = 5, (8), (9), and (12) show that d = *5 in (12) is 
impossible. Hence, d = *l, i.e., (iv) holds, and it follows, as in the case n = 4, that 
(ii) holds. In particular, the index of F. is 1. It follows from the Hirzebruch Index 
Theorem, (X), and (9) that (e,-e:)/45=1+8~4=1, that is u4=0. If d =*l and 
u4 = 0 are put into (8) and (9), then (12) implies that cr, = 0 and so (i) follows from 
Corollary 3.4. Since e, = 5 and u2 = u4 = 0, (9) implies that e2 = 70 and (iii) follows 
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with (v) holding automatically since p = 3. If n =6, then (13) implies that d = *l, 
and it follows from (S), (9), and (13) that cr2 = 3~7~. Note that (ii) holds since d = *l 
[3, Lemma 3.11. q 
5. Integral Pontrjagin classes 
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.3. We begin by studying the relationship 
between Pi(X2”) and (T?; under the hypothesis that crzi is the first nonvanishing 
integral splitting invariant. Let B, denote the ith Bernoulli number, i 2 1 [5, p. 2811. 
Lemma5.1. Zfuzj=O, lSj<i-1, l<iS[i(n-l)], then 
where 
gi =4i(2i- 1)!/22i-2(22i-‘- l)B,. (14) 
Proof. The hypotheses and the properties of the polynomials Ui imply that (2) 
reduces to $Pj = (‘:I), 1 s j d i - 1, in this case. If this information is put into (5), 
it follows that 9i = (2i:‘)+3Eimz2i. To see this, recall that Li is linear as a function 
of Pi( Y4’), L,[CP”] = 1, and the coefficient of Pi( Y4j) in Lip Y’i, is given by yi = 8%:’ 
[4, p. 1171. The lemma now follows from (1) and (6). Cl 
It is clear that, under the hypotheses of Lemma 5.1, fi(X2”) is an integral 
cohomology class if and only if %,azi is an integer. The next lemma expresses this 
with congruences involving uzi. Let num(Bi/4i) and denom(BJ4i) denote the 
numerator and denominator, respectively, of the rational BJ4i. Recall, [5, p. 2841, 
that 
denom(Bi/4i) = 2”~(~)+~ n p”~(~)+‘, 
(p-1)12i 
P’2 
(15) 
where v,(i) is the exponent of the prime p in i and the product is taken over all 
odd primes such that p - 1 divides 2i. Let a(i) be the sum of the digits in the binary 
expansion of i, v(i) = 2-“1((2i-‘)!)(2i- l)!, and O(i) = np_112i,ps2 p”pCi)+‘. 
Lemma 5.2. If u = 0, 1 c jS i- 1, 1 < is [&n - l)], then fi(X2”) is an integral 2J 
cohomology class if and only if 
v( i)uzi = O(mod 2 a(i)-4(21i-’ - l)num( Bi/4i)), a(i) 2 4, (16) 
n(i)02i50(mod(22i-‘-l)num(Bi/4i)), cu(i)<4. (17) 
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Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.1 that P,(X”“) is integral if and only if B,azi is an 
integer. The formula +( t !) = f -a(t) yields vz((2i - l)!) = 2i - 1 - +(i) -a(i) and 
so C?Ziazi is an integer if and only if (16) and (17) hold with v(i) replaced by n( i)e( i). 
The number 0(i) is relatively prime to num( Bi/4i) by definition and if an odd prime 
p divides e(i), then 2i = O(mod p - 1) and hence 2”-I- 1 + O(mod p). Therefore, 
e(i) is relatively prime to 2”-’ - 1 and the proof is complete. Cl 
Let mi = 2”-‘(2”-’ - l)num( Bi/4i), i k 1. Recall that if a, = 1 if i is even and ai = 2 
if i is odd, then bP,,, the group of smooth homotopy (4i - 1)-spheres which bound 
parallelizable 4i-manifolds, is cyclic of order aim, [5, p. 2851. The next theorem 
contains a congruence which must be satisfied by the first nonvanishing integral 
splitting invariant of a smooth homotopy complex projective n-space. 
Theorem 5.3. If X2” is smooth and uzj = 0, 1 -J <‘Si-1, l<i”-[f(n-l)], rhenuZi= 
O(mod mi). 
The first few values of m, are m, = 1, rnz = 28, m3 = 496, and mJ = 8128 [5, p. 2851. 
Before proving Theorem 5.3, we use it together with Lemma 5.2 in: 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let n = 2i + 1, i 3 2, and consider those PL homotopy complex 
projective n-spaces such that every integral splitting invariant is zero except cZi. 
The proof is complete because there are infinitely many distinct integers, uzi, which 
satisfy either (16) or (17), depending on the size of a(i), and such that 
V2i + O(mod m,). Cl 
Theorem 5.3 will follow from two lemmas about the group z(CP2i). If w = 
~~(5 - l), then %$CPzi) is free Abelian with generators uk, 1 d k < i, ?%(CP4it3) 
is free Abelian with generators uk, l<k<2i+l, and m(CP”“‘) is free 
Abelian with generators gk, 1 c kc2i+ 1, modulo the single relation 20”+’ = 0 
[2, Theorem 2.21. 
Lemma 5.4. Zf w’c?%(CP”), is 1, and k is an integer, then 
j< i, 
(-l)‘-‘k(2i-l)!y”, j=i. 
(18) 
Proof. Let ai = 1 if i is even and ai = 2 if i is odd. The cofibration CPZi-’ + CP” 1: S4’ 
induces a short exact sequence in real K-theory and, if i> 1, aiwi =p*&, where 
& in m(S4i) =Z is the generator [2, Theorem 2.21. If L_+ in H4’(S4’; Z) is the 
fundamental class, then S(&) = (-l)‘-‘a,(2i- I)!L&~ [4, p. 1861. Formula (18) 
follows for ia 1 and k E Z from these observations and the facts that p*~ea = y” 
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and that the Whitney sum formula holds for integral Pontrjagin classes since the 
integral cohomology of CP” is torsion free. 0 
Lemma 5.5. If is 1, rhen the order ofJ(w’) in J(CP”) is denom(BJ4i). 
Proof. If t is a positive integer, let m(f) be the numerical function defined in [l] 
and used in [2], [l, p. 139; 2, p. 961. The proof of the lemma will follow by putting 
together some of the results of [2] to show that the order of J(w’) in /(CP*‘) is 
m(2i), i 3 1, since m(2i) = denom(BJ4i). The case i = 1: The order of J(w) in CP* 
is 24, [2, Lemma 1.4 and definition on p. 1001, and m(2) =24. For i> 1, con- 
sider the diagram obtained when the functors z, I and J’ are applied to the 
cofibration CPzi-* +CP2i-,CP2i/CP2i-2. On this cofibration, m is exact and 
K?j(@P2’/CP2’-*) =Z with generator wi [2, Theorem 2.21, J’ is exact [2, Lemma 
6.11, and J is right exact [2, Corollary 6.31. There is an isomorphism J(CP”)= 
J’(CP”) if n + l(mod 4) [2, Theorem 1.51. The fact that the order of J(o’) in J(CP*‘) 
is m(2i) follows from these exactness properties and isomorphisms together with 
the fact that J’(CP2’/@P2’-*) is cyclic of order m(2i) with generator I’(@‘) 
[2, Lemma 4.101. •I 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Suppose that X2” is smooth. It follows from Spivak unique- 
ness, [7, p. 1051, that in m(X*“), 7(X*“) -2n = (n + l)h*w +h*& where h :X2” + 
CP” is a homotopy equivalence and J(t) = 0. There exist integers Cj, 1 C j G i, such 
that in K?i(CP*‘), e[@P*‘= c,w+c202+~ * . + Ciw’ [2, Theorem 2.21. We claim that 
the hypothesis o2j = 0, 1 j s <i-l, implies that cj=O, lsjai-1. To see that 
cl = 0, put h into general position with respect to CP* and note that in s( Y*), 
(7(X2”)-2n)l Y4=(n+l)h* w + c,h*w [2, Theorem 2.21. Computing P,(X’“) 1 Y4 
using (1) and computing P,((n + l)h*w + c,h*w) directly using Whitney sum over 
Z, which is valid since H4( Y4; Z) = Z is torsion free, and comparing the results 
shows that a2 = 0 implies that c, = 0. This is the initial step in an inductive argument 
which establishes the claim. The inductive step is formally the same: Assume that 
5 = 0,14 j < jOS i - 1, compute P&(X*“) 1 Y4’ Ousing (1) and Pi((n + l)h*o + c,~*u&) 
using (18) and it follows that ci, = 0 since U2j = 0, 1 S jS j,,. It follows that 
(7(X2”)-2n)l Y4’=(n+l)h* w + cih*wi and ci = O(mod denom(BJ4i)), by Lemma 
5.5, if h is in general position with respect to CP*‘. The theorem follows by 
computing Pi(X*“) 1 Y4i using Lemma 5.1 and Pi((n + l)h*w +C&*w') using (18) 
and using (14) to compare the results. Cl 
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